Use of Soil Water Retention Capacity and Hydraulic Conductivity Estimation in the Preparation of Soil Water Management Maps
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The demand for soil hydraulic data in Hungary has grown with the availability and increased application of different hydrophysical models. In general the knowledge of soil’s hydraulic properties is of major importance in agriculture, as they have significant effects on soil fertility, soil aeration, soil temperature, drainage, irrigation and cultivability (PUCKETT et al., 1985; VÁRALLYAY, 2004, 2005a,b). The most common hydraulic properties are the hydraulic conductivity and soil water retention capacity. The measurement of these soil properties, however, is costly, labour and time consuming. It is necessary therefore to have a balance between direct measurement and estimations having variable uncertainty.

In order to derive numerical values of soil water retention and hydraulic conductivity for regional soil water simulation models soil survey data were applied (e.g. WÖSTEN et al., 1985). The measured soil hydrophysical data were organized into soil physical databases, such as UNSODA (LEIJ et al., 1999), HYPRESS (WÖSTEN et al., 1999), HUNSODA (NEMES, 2002), GRIZZLY (HAVERKAMP et al., 1998) etc. These large databases are used for estimating continuous and/or class pedotransfer functions (WÖSTEN et al., 1995). Class pedotransfer functions are suitable for estimating the water retention characteristics and conductivity function for soil groups. The pedotransfer functions can be checked for the database by the bootstrap method (SHAAP et al., 1999), their wider application may, however, involve significant uncertainty. For this reason local and methodically consistent datasets are also used for deriving pedotransfer functions (e.g. STEKAUEROVA et al., 2003; RAJKAI et al., 2004; JENSEN et al., 2005).

Indirect methods for estimating hydraulic properties from more easily measured soil properties (i.e. from soil texture, bulk density, organic matter content) have been applied widely (e.g. AHUJA et al., 1985; FODOR & RAJKAI, 2004; RAJKAI et al., 2004). In addition to that other information, as field topographic attributes (PACHEPSKY et al., 2001; RAWLS & PACHEPSKY, 2002), and the combination of
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physical data and terrain attributes are also applied (Romano & Palladino, 2002). Anderson and Bouma (1973) and Bouma et al. (1979) predicted the saturated hydraulic conductivity ($K_{sat}$) values from morphometric soil data, King and Franzeheimer (1981) related $K_{sat}$ values to soil texture, parent material, and genetic horizon. McKeague et al. (1982) related measured $K_{sat}$ values to soil structure, porosity, biopores, soil texture, consistency and density, and then they created $K_{sat}$ classes for soil horizons. Since the conventional morphological data used for soil classification and mapping are difficult to analyze statistically, functional morphological descriptors are used to describe the morphological characteristics of the soils (e.g. Bouma, 1989; McKenzie & Jacquier, 1997; Cresswell et al., 1999).

The taxonomical classes (soil type or subtype) also integrate numerous unknown or less known physical, chemical, mineralogical and morphological soil properties. Knowing this we used the Hungarian Soil Information and Monitoring System’s (HSIMS) database for estimating the water retention characteristics of brown forest soils from the exploratory grouped mean data, soil subtype, texture and humus content codes of the soil maps (Makó et al., 2005).

Soil maps visualize the information collected by the standard soil surveys. Soil maps indicate not only the soil type, but also other soil attributes in certain categories. One of the most widespread applications of soil maps is land use planning. For this purpose soil maps in the scale of 1:10,000 are used, which are available for about 60% of the agricultural area of Hungary (Tóth et al., 2006).

Soil physical properties and soil water regime are in the focus of soil survey in Hungary due to waterlogging and drought. The first Hungarian large-scale water management cartogram was constructed by Sarkadi et al. (1964). The Hungarian laws in force prescribe the preparation of a water management cartogram by the expert’s reports written on the subject of drainage, irrigation, liquid manure, sewage or sewage-sludge disposal (MÉM, 1984).

Várályay et al. (1980) elaborated a category system for the planning of water management. The map of these categories was prepared in the scale of 1:100,000. The category system was used for preparing the 1:10,000 water management cartograms as well.

Later Várályay et al. (1989) elaborated another category system for large-scale (1:10,000) mapping on the basis of soil hydrophysical properties and soil moisture regime’s characteristics. The map indicates the soil texture of the topsoil (10 categories); bulk density (g/m³) (5 categories); maximum water capacity (vol. %) (7 categories); field capacity (vol. %) (10 categories); wilting percentage (vol. %) (10 categories); available moisture range (vol. %) (8 categories); saturated hydraulic conductivity (cm/day) (10 categories); capillary water transport rate (mm/year) (6 categories); soil layering (10 categories); average depth of the groundwater (m) (7 categories). From the above-mentioned parameters ten-digit codes were established. The soil water management mapping method was named “Physical and Water management properties, the Water regime of soils” (PWW). The preparation of PWW maps requires a great amount of hydrophysical data from the mapped field. Perhaps this is the main reason why this type of mapping method is not spread around Hungary.
The aim of the present work was to analyze the accuracy of the estimated hydrophysical soil properties from the data available on soil maps and cartograms of a study area. The usefulness of the estimated hydrophysical data for the large-scale characterization of soil water management was also evaluated.

**Materials and Methods**

In the presented study the Hungarian Soil Information and Monitoring System’s (HSIMS) database and measured data of a study field were used. Soil map category codes were generated for the HSIMS database. On the basis of category codes soils of the database were grouped and the hydrophysical properties of the category groups were averaged. The group mean values were used for elaborating the estimation procedures.

The HSIMS database consists of field and laboratory data of soils in Hungary. At present soil physical data of about 1023 profiles are ready for processing. There are information among others about the essential soil properties, particle size distribution and water retention data. Measured values of water retention curves are available for 3115 soil horizons. The soil chemical, physical and hydrophysical parameters of the database were determined according to the Hungarian standards (VÁRALLYAY, 1995).

Testing of the estimations was carried out on a 600-hectare study area located in the confines of the villages Csősz and Tác in Fejér county (Hungary). The soil survey of the study area was conducted by the Plant Protection and Soil Conservation Service of Fejér County. In the study field 59 soil profiles and 16 augured ones were dug. The hydraulic conductivity of the soil was measured by the “augur hole” and the “hole filling” methods in the augered profiles. Undisturbed and disturbed soil samples were collected from the soil profiles. In addition to the main soil physical (particle size fraction; plasticity; water retention) and chemical properties (pH in water; sum of water soluble salts; alkalinity; CaCO₃ content; organic matter; cation exchange capacity; electrical conductivity of soil water) were determined.

The soil types of the study area are as follows: Silti-Calcaric Phaeozems, Calcari-Gleyic Phaeozems, Sodi-Gleyic Phaeozems, Calci-Mollic Gleysols and Molli-Sodic Gleysols (WRB, 1998).

The soil water retention capacity was predicted from the group mean water retention data of the HSIMS (TÓTH et al., 2005). This estimation requires the “soil water regime type” (SWRT) and soil texture category data. The SWRT generation from the soil subtype was done by MAKÓ et al. (2005). Soil subtypes having similar soil water retention capacity were collected into larger groups (SWRT) by hierarchical cluster analysis (SPSS, HCA). Finally 33 soil groups were created. The estimated water retention capacity group mean data can be compared to those measured for the soil profiles of the study area. For the comparison we used the pF0, pF2.5 and pF4.2 values, the available water content of all horizons of each profile in the study area. Following RAJKAI et al. (2004), the goodness of the predicted water retention data was evaluated. Water retention prediction is “good” if the mean esti-
mation error for all three retention data was less than 2.5%. The estimation efficiency (EE) was defined as the percentage of “good” predictions.

For estimating the soil hydraulic conductivity a new method was worked out on the HSIMS database. As the database does not contain measured hydraulic conductivity data \( (K_{\text{sat}}) \), it was calculated by the Campbell method \( (K_{\text{sat,c}}) \) (Campbell, 1974). We assumed the estimated \( K_{\text{sat}} \) as the minimum hydraulic conductivity of the soil since it gives the water conductivity of the soil matrix without macro-pores (Rajkai, 2004). For testing the \( K_{\text{sat}} \) estimation the HSIMS dataset was divided into two parts quasi-randomly. 67% of the database was used as “evaluation database”, the remainder as “test database”. In the “evaluation database” seven soil texture groups were generated because particle size data was found to be the most deterministic soil parameter of \( K_{\text{sat}} \) in our former studies (Tóth et al., 2006). The mean values of sand \% (0.02–0.2 mm), silt \% (0.002–0.02 mm), clay \% (< 0.002 mm) and bulk density were calculated for all groups. These mean values were applied in the estimation of the mean saturated hydraulic conductivity (m/s) \( (\text{MEAN } K_{\text{sat,c}}) \) for each texture group (Campbell, 1974). The texture grouping was done for the “test database”, as well. In the “evaluation database” calculated \( \text{MEAN } K_{\text{sat,c}} \) values were adjoined to the “test database”. Additionally, the \( K_{\text{sat,c}} \) values of each sample in the “test database” were estimated according to Campbell, and compared to the group means \( (\text{MEAN } K_{\text{sat,c}}) \) to control the group estimation. The \( K_{\text{sat,c}} \) and the \( \text{MEAN } K_{\text{sat,c}} \) were considered similar when their difference was less than 1 logarithm base 10 (Fodor & Rajkai, 2004; Shaap et al, 1999). The efficiency of estimation was calculated for all samples of the “test database”.

The \( \text{MEAN } K_{\text{sat,c}} \) value (originating from the HSIMS “evaluation database”) was adjoined to the soil profiles according to their texture class. The difference between the \( K_{\text{sat,c}} \) values and the \( \text{MEAN } K_{\text{sat,c}} \) values was evaluated. Due to the fact that measured hydraulic conductivity values were available for the 16 augered profiles in the study area, the \( \text{MEAN } K_{\text{sat,c}} \) values were compared with them, as well.

The soil bulk density was also estimated, because frequently there is no available information about this soil parameter. The bulk density estimation method was worked out on the HSIMS database. The mean bulk density values \( (\text{MEAN BD}) \) were calculated for the soil groups generated by the map codes of the SWRT and soil texture categories. For the soil profiles of the study area, the bulk density was adjoined as the \( \text{MEAN BD} \) of the adequate soil group. The difference between the measured and the estimated bulk densities was evaluated.

The capillary water transport rate can also be estimated from the soil texture, the depth of the groundwater table and the soil layering (Giesel et al., 1972; Anlauf et al., 1990). This estimation was done for the study area, as well. No control of the prediction could be made because of the lack of measurements.

If soil layering is missing from field or laboratory reports, it can be estimated from the soil subtype.
Results and Discussion

A conventional soil water regime cartogram was prepared for the study area using the measured hydrophysical data according to the 1:100,000 mapping method (VÁRALLYAY, 1980). A PWW map was prepared with the 10-digit PWW codes (VÁRALLYAY et al., 1989) for the soil profiles of the study area using the estimated (bulk density; pF values; hydraulic conductivity; capillary water transport rate) and the measured data (soil texture; soil layering; average depth of the groundwater table). The two maps were compared with each other.

Interpretation of the PWW codes (each of them represented by a numerical value):

1st digit: The soil texture of the upper horizons of the soil profiles was taken directly from the soil type map and used in the PWW map.

2nd digit: The bulk density of soil layers was estimated, with low efficiency. The measured values varied between 1.30 and 1.70 g/cm³, while the MEAN BD of the soil of the HSIMS ranged from 1.30 to 1.44 g/cm³. The difference can come from the lowered variance of the averages in the MEAN BD. The used BD estimation did not consider shrinkage and swelling of the clayey soils and their effect on soil bulk density.

3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th digits: The estimated soil water retention at pF0, pF2.5 and pF4.2 values and the available moisture range were compared to the measured data of the study area. The estimation efficiency of the prediction was 54%. Allowing less than 3% estimation error, the proportion of good prediction increased to 70%. Leaving out the pF0 values the estimation efficiency improved to 78%.

7th digit: The efficiency of the hydraulic conductivity estimations was 78–79% in case of the HSIMS database. The difference between the $K_{sat,c}$ and the MEAN $K_{sat,c}$ values of the soil profiles in the case study area were within 1 logarithm base 10 for all samples. Comparing the measured $K_{sat}$ values with the MEAN $K_{sat,c}$ values, the estimation efficiency was 46%. The reason of the difference between the estimated and the measured water conductivity may be that field measurements reflect macropores, while the Campbell estimation doesn’t.

8th digit: The estimated water transport rates within the soil profiles were higher than 50 mm/year in all cases.

9th and 10th digits: For the study area soil layering and the average depth of the groundwater table were available. No estimation was applied.

Comparing the PWW and the conventional soil water regime cartograms (Fig. 1) it can be assumed that the PWW map quantitatively characterizes the hydraulic soil properties and the soil water regime, while the conventional cartogram serves rather qualitative information. In this respect the PWW cartogram can be used advantageously for field or regional scale water flow modelling purposes.
Fig. 1A

Soil water regime cartograms of the case study area
A. Conventional water regime cartogram
Legend shows the water regime categories (VÁRALLYAY, 1980)
Fig. 1B
Soil water regime cartograms of the case study area
B. The PWW cartogram.
Legend shows the 3rd, 4th and 5th codes of the PWW matrix
(Numbers in italics are the 10-digit code of the PWW matrix)
Summary

According to the Hungarian Soil Information and Monitoring System’s (HSIMS) database a group estimation method was developed to predict the mean soil hydrophysical properties. The estimation efficiency of the worked out prediction procedures was controlled on a test database, and on a dataset of a study area. It can be established that the water retention and the hydraulic conductivity of soils are sufficiently predictable from the category data of soil maps.

The 10-digit map codes of the PWW mapping method were created by different estimation methods, and as a result the PWW map was drawn. However, it is not always possible to estimate the necessary soil hydrophysical properties from the available map information for preparing the PWW map. Sometimes the knowledge gained from the field reports is needed as well. Further studies are planned for integrating these morphological information into our estimations.
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